Blue Whales Short Answer Questions

1. Using the information in the lesson, about how many tons does a baby blue whale weigh when it is one year old?

2. Do some research and explain the vocalizations made by different kinds of whales.

3. Research scientists are studying whale and dolphin vocalizations in an attempt to figure out their languages, what the vocalizations mean. Would you like to study these vocalizations? Explain why or why not.

4. Explain what the term baleen whale means.

5. In the early 1900s whalers went to sea in whaling vessels to hunt whales for their oil. This oil was used in oil lamps to produce light. Do some research and write a short report about a topic in whaling.

6. Do some research and write a short report about the migration of blue whales.

7. Write a descriptive essay about the appearance of a blue whale.